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The situation with the bandit state of Israel, is that so long it has existed as a state, it is 
always in war, engaged in dirt and genocide. 
 
Before that, it took just around 5700 years of doing just about the same, but only without a 
state. This jewish character was later incarnated into a Nation, built on top of all the dead of 
"World War 2", which furthered this situation. 
 
When Trump announced he will be removing American troops from Syria, as the alleged 
reason of them being there is 'Terrorism', and "Isis" (Israeli Secret Intelligence Service) no 
longer stands. This terrorist organization is basically obliterated and the Americans know 
this. But just the moment Trump attempts to retract, Israel of course commanded their 
terrorists to assault American troops to keep them in the region. They did this repetitively, 
but there was no official line change in regards to this withdrawal. As said, this is also one 
of the reasons the Government was shut down in America (jews have a huge hand there) 
and that is enough. 
 
This hasn't evoked an official statement, let alone all the terrorism Israel has started on the 
USA, so the jews took it one step further. In simple words, the jews are losing influence, 
and they are doing whatever they can to get back on their feet. 
 
The date of choice was one of the worst for jews. But being as self-destructive as they are, 
and in the difficult position they are with every "Goyim knowing" on the planet, they either 
have to move forward, or they are doomed, and they are guaranteed to try their genocidal 
plans to the end, even if it means their own end. Jews never change. 
 
http://web.archive.org/web/20201210185701/https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/21/world/mi
ddleeast/syria-attack-us-troops.html 
 
Since none of these things worked, Israel now decided to attack Syria yet again (as if all 
the things they caused to Syrians were not enough already) in hopes they create a full 
scale war between Iran, Syria and Israel. This is because they want to fake the pushing of 
this war and create 'danger' in the region, so that the USA will be forced in everyday to just 
stay there to protect Israel. 
 
Israel actually may even want and desire this war, as a jew stabbing their own selves to go 
to the American hospital. They desire for such a war to begin, as simply, the jewish culture 
is based upon all the neighboring nations of Israel going extinct. The rising of the 
information on the political classes and also the spiritual efforts done, are making this 
impossible of a dream for jews, which has them going for paranoid measures regardless. 
 
Israel is simply confused and lost. It's feeling it's losing out it's important giant and servant, 
the USA, is strategically disoriented, and really, surrounded by countries which can literally 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=62750#p62750


turn this arrogant state toast and extremely quickly. All the neighboring countries could 
settle Israel in less than a month, probably weeks, if it were not for America. 
 
If Trump was able to move the troops out of the region, then Israel would have to answer 
on its own in regards to war, hypothetically speaking. So, they do their best to keep their 
"Allies" into the region, for if they went away, so would Israel. This would cause a 
catastrophe for Israel, and this is only one excuse away from Israel being left alone to deal 
with all the hatred, enmity, and death it has sown in the region by itself. 
 
As you can see also the jews are hopelessly trying to raise energy by using the number 11 
in their so called 'attacks'. Back in May 2018, they did the same thing, saying it was "11 
Iranians" dead. This year, it is "11 Syrians". They are trying to connect with the kabbalistic 
number of 9/11 which is goes back to 11, which was the symbolic day of the subjugation of 
America under full Israeli control. All of the above is done in the same mindset and aim. 
 
11 in the jewish kabbalah is related to war. 9/11 was nothing but a jewish spiteful attack 
done by jews in the American deep state and Government to subjugate America to fight 
overseas and become forcibly engaged in affairs in the Middle East. Similarly, these 
actions of self-suicide of Israel and its warmongering are all situated to promote this very 
same political line they have been following. 
 
2018: '11 Killed, Iranian Missiles Hit' in Blasts at Syrian Airport, Reports Say 
http://web.archive.org/web/20180526162357/https://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-
news/syria/explosions-heard-near-airport-in-central-syria-1.6097720 
 
2019: 'The London-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) said 11 were 
killed in the strike, including 2 Syrian nationals' 
http://web.archive.org/web/20221006024633/https://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/21/middleeast
/israel-strikes-iran-targets-syria-intl/index.html 
 
The situation is simple, keep up the RTR's, and not before long, we may see Israel reaping 
on the world it has sown. Enough Gentiles as it is have paid for this, and if Israel exists, it's 
only because of Gentiles who have been put as cannon fodder and sacrifices so that this 
perverted nation can exist. 
 
The only reason Israel is still existing and is not turned to toast by other countries is simply 
because Israel was capable, through with lies and deceptive means, and certain agent 
jews, to control the situation. 
 
In regards to the American situation and how this relates, one can read this article, as this 
is the reason America is going in turmoil: thoughts and attempts to remove and distance 
the parasite called Israel, and it biting harder on its host: 
 
https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=15396 
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